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Article Info  Abstract 

The purpose of the present paper is to study  3-dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold admitting a 

semi-symmetric metric connection. Here we mainly study locally  -symmetric and locally  -

concircularly symmetric 3-dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric 

metric connection. Moreover, we examine our results and the results of [1] and [2] by constructing 

some examples.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the Gray-Hervella [3] classification of almost Hermitian manifold, there appears 16 different types of 

structures on the almost Hermitian manifold. Using the structure in the class 4W , trans-Sasakian structure 

),,,,,(  g  [4] was introduced. In general, a trans-Sasakian manifold ),,,,,,(  gM  is called 

trans-Sasakian manifold of type ),(  , where   and   are smooth functions defined on M . The trans-

Sasakian manifold of type (0,0) , )(0,  and ,0)(  are cosymplectic,  -Kenmotsu and  -Sasakian 

manifolds respectively [5, 6]. 

 

From then, many important contributions have appeared on the geometry of trans-Sasakian manifold. In 

particular, extensive work is done on the geometry and existence of −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian 

manifold [7-15] with different restrictions on curvature and smooth functions   and  . Note that, a 

−3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold with ,  constant, is either  -Sasakian or  -Kenmotsu or 

cosymplectic manifold. In addition, some authors studied some curvature properties and D -homothetic 

deformation of trans-Sasakian structure [16, 17]. Moreover, the present author and Sari also studied on 

invariant submanifolds of a trans-Sasakian manifold and a nearly trans-Sasakian manifold [18, 19]. 

 

In [20], Hayden introduced semi-symmetric metric connection on a Riemannian manifold. In [21], Yano 

obtained a relation between the semi-symmetric metric connection   and the Levi-Civita connection  . 

Since then many geometers studied semi-symmetric metric connection on Riemannian manifold and trans-
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Sasakian manifold [1, 2, 22-25]. Recently, authors in [2] given an example of a 3-dimensional trans-

Sasakian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection with all the values of semi-symmetric 

connections equals to zero (i.e., every 0=j
i

E E  for 3,1  ji ), so that all other conditions are trivially 

true. Now the next questions arises that, is it possible to construct examples of −3 dimensional trans-

Sasakian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection with some values of semi-symmetric 

metric connections are non-zero (i.e., some 0 j
i

E E  for 3,1  ji )? Furthermore, if this construction 

of example is possible then, does it justifies your results? In this article we have given answers to these 

questions by constructing examples and verifying some results. 

 

The paper is structured as follows: After introduction, in Section 2 we gave a brief account of trans-Sasakian 

manifold and semi-symmetric metric connection on it. In the next two sections we study locally  -

symmetric and locally concircularly  -symmetric −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold admitting 

semi-symmetric metric connection. We obtained the expression for scalar curvature under  -concircularly 

semi-symmetric −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold with respect to semi-symmetric metric 

connection in section 5. In section 6, we have constructed examples of −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian 

manifold with respect to semi-symmetric metric connection which substantiate our results as well as some 

results of [1, 2]. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES  

 

Let M  be an almost contact metric manifold with an almost contact metric structure ),,,( g , that is, 

a tensor field   of type (1,1), a vector field  , a 1-form  , and a Riemannian metric g  such that  

 

0=0,=1,=)(,=2  oI +−                                                                                  (1) 

 

)()(),(=),( VUVUgVUg  −                                                                                                         (2) 

  

for all differentiable vector fields U  and V . If there are smooth functions ,  on an almost contact 

metric manifold ),,,,( gM   satisfying  

 

})(),({})(),({=)( UVVUgUVVUgVU  −+−                                                             (3) 

 

then it is said to be a trans-Sasakian manifold, and   is the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the 

metric g . In view of (1) and (3), we have  

 

).,(),(=))((),)((= VUgVUgVUUU UU  +−−+−                                          (4) 

 

From now on we will denote a −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold by M. In M, the following relations 

hold [8, 9]:  

 

0,=2  +   

),()}(
2

{=),( 22 VUg
r

VUS  −−+  

  ),(})({)()()}3(
2

{ 22 VUVVU
r

 +−−−+−   

}),(),()}{2(2
2

{=),( 22 VZUgUZVg
r

ZVUR −−−+   
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     ))(()()}3(
2

)[{,( 22  gradgradUU
r

ZVg −−−−+−  

     )()}3(
2

)[{,(]))(( 22 V
r

ZUgUU −−++++  

    )())([(]))(())(( VZZVVgradgradV  +−++−−  

     )())([()]()()}3(
2

{)())(( 22 UZZUZV
r

ZVV  ++−−++++  

    .)]()()}3(
2

{)())(( 22 VZU
r

ZUU  −−++++  

  

From here after we consider   and   to be constants, then the above relations become  

),()()}3(
2

{),()}(
2

{=),( 2222 VU
r

VUg
r

VUS  −−−−−   

 

,)()}3(
2

{)}(
2

{= 2222  U
r

U
r

QU −−−−−   

 

}),(),()}{2(
2

{=),( 22 VZUgUZVg
r

ZVUR −−−   

       )}(),()(),()}{3(
2

{ 22 UZVgVZUg
r

−−−+  

      },)()()()()}{3(
2

{ 22 UZVVZU
r

 −−−+  (5) 

 

})()(){(=),( 22 VUUVVUR  −−   

 

 for all ).(,, MZVU    

 

The relation between semi-symmetric metric connection   and the Levi-Civita connection   on M  is 

given by  

 

.),()(=  VUgUVVV UU −+                                                                                                           (6) 

 

From now on we will denote the semi-symmetric metric connection by , and the Levi-Civita connection 

by   on M . The relation between Riemannian curvature tensor R , Ricci curvature tensor S  and scalar 

curvature r  of  and those with respect to  for M  [2] were given by  

 

}),(),({}),(),({),(=),( UZVgVZUgUZVgVZUgZVURZVUR  −−−−  

       )(),(1){(})()()()(1){( VZUgUZVVZU  +−−+−  

       },),(),(1){(2)}(),( UZVgVZUgUZVg −++−   (7) 

 

),,(1)(3)()(1)(),(),(=),( ZVgZVZVgZVSZVS +−+++    

 

2.8= −− rr                                                                                                                                  (8) 

Proposition 1: In M  admitting the semi-symmetric metric connection  , following relations are true  
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,)(),(1){(})(),({=)( UVVUgUVVUgVU  ++−−  (9) 

 

),)(1)((=  WWWW −++−  (10) 

 

)}.()(),(1){(),(=)( VUVUgVUgVU  −++−  (11)  

 

Proof. Above proposition is obtained by (1), (3), (4) and (8) by a straight forward computation.  

 

3. LOCALLY  -SYMMETRIC  3-DIMENSIONAL TRANS-SASAKIAN MANIFOLD   

 

Definition 1: M admitting the  is said to be locally  -symmetric if the condition 

0=)),)(((2 ZVURW  holds,  for all vector fields WZVU ,,,  orthogonal to  .  

 

We know that  

 

.),(),(),()),((=),)(( ZVURZVURZVURZVURZVUR WWWWW −−−                         (12) 

 

By virtue of (6), above equation turns into  

 

 )),(,()),((),)((=),)(( ZVURWgWZVURZVURZVUR WW −+  

         ZWURVZVRUWgZVWRU ),()(),(),(),()(  −+−  

        .),(),(),()(),(),(  VURZWgWVURZZURVWg +−+  (13) 

 

Using (3), (4) and (7) in (13), we get 

  

)()),(),({([),)((=),)(( ZUVWgVUWgZVURZVUR WW  −−  

     ),())(),((),())()(( ZUgWVVWgWZgVUUV  −+−+  

    )()),(),({()}],()),()(( ZUVWgVUWgZVgUWgWU  −+−+  

    ),())(),((),())()(( ZUgWVVWgWZgVUUV  −++−  

    UVWgZVgUWgWU ),({(1)[()}],()),()((  +−−−  

     ),((),())()(()()),( VWgWZgVUUVZVUWg −−+−  

    VUWgZVgUWgWUZUgWV ),({()},()),()((),())(  ++++  

    ),(),((),())()(()()),( ZUgVWgWZgUVVUZUVWg  +−+−  

   )()(),(())(),()(),(()),(),( WUZVgWUZVgVZUgZVgUWg  +−+−  

     )),(,()),((]))()(),( ZVURWgWZVURWVZUg −+−  

    ZWURVZVRUWgZVWRU ),()(),(),(),()(  −+−  

    .),(),(),()(),(),(  VURZWgWVURZZURVWg +−+  (14) 

 

Applying 
2  on both sides of the above equation and assuming that all vector fields WZVU ,,,  are 

orthogonal to  , one can obtain 

  

).),)(((=)),)((( 22 ZVURZVUR WW    

 

).),)(((=)),)((( 22 ZVURZVUR WW    (15) 

 

Thus, we state the following:  
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Theorem 1: M  of type ),(   is locally    -symmetric with respect to   if and only if M  is locally    

 -symmetric with respect to   provided   and   are constants.  

 

U. C. De and Avijit Sarkar [8] have proved the following theorem:  

 

Theorem 2: M of type ),(   is locally  -symmetric if and only if the scalar curvature is constant 

provided   and   are constants.  

 

In view of above theorem, one can restate the Theorem 1 as. 

 

Theorem 3: M  of type ),(   is locally    -symmetric with respect to   if and only if the scalar 

curvature is constant, provided   and   are constants.  

 

4. LOCALLY  -CONCIRCULARLY  SYMMETRIC −3 DIMENSIONAL TRANS-SASAKIAN             

MANIFOLD   

 

Concircular transformations have been introduced by Yano [26] as conformal transformations preserving 

geodesic circles. A geodesic circle is a curve in M  such that the first curvature is constant and the second 

curvature is identically zero. The concircular curvature tensor C  is an interesting invariant of a concircular 

transformation  [26]. Concircular curvature tensor on M  is given by 

  

].),(),([
6

),(=),( VZUgUZVg
r

ZVURZVUC −−  (16) 

 

Definition 2: M  admitting  is said to be locally  -concircularly symmetric if the condition

0=)),)(((2 ZVUCW  holds, for all vector fields WZVU ,,,  orthogonal to  , where C  is the 

concircular curvature tensor with respect to  given by  

 

].),(),([
6

),(=),( VZUgUZVg
r

ZVURZVUC −−  (17) 

 

Using (10) and (16) in (17) gives  

 

}),(),({}),(),({),(=),( UZVgVZUgUZVgVZUgZVUCZVUC  −−−−  

         )}(),()(),(1){(})()()()(1){( UZVgVZUgUZVVZU −+−−+−  

        ].),(),([
3

14
}),(),(1){(2 VZUgUZVgUZVgVZUg −

+
+−++


  (18) 

 

In view of (1), (5) and (16), it follows that  

 

},)()(}{
6

){(=),( 22 VUUV
r

VUC  −−−  (19) 

},)(),(}{
6

){(=),( 22 VZZVg
r

ZVC  −−−  (20) 

)}.(),()(),(}{
6

){(=)),(( 22 VZUgUZVg
r

ZVUC  −−−  (21) 
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 Taking covariant differentiation of (18) with respect to W  and using (6), (9)-(11) and (19)-(21), we get  

ZVWCUZVUCWgZVUCZVUC WW ),()()),(,(),)((=),)((  −−  

 WUZVg
r

WVUCZZWUCV )(),(}{
6

){(),()(),()( 22  −−+−−  

 VZWUgZVgWUgWVZUg )(),(),(),()(),(  −+−  

 UVWZgUZWVgZUgWVg )(),()(),(),(),(  ++−  

 UVZUVWgVUWgVUWZg )(()()),(),({(})(),( 2  +−−−  

 WUZUgWVVWgWZgVU )((),())(),((),())(  +−+−  

 VUZWgZVgUWg )(),(1){(2)},()),(  ++−  

 })(),()(),()(),( WUZVgWVZUgUVZWg  −+−  

 VUWZWZgVZWUWUg )())()(),(()())()(),([(1)( 2  −+−+−  

 ),(()())()(),(()())()(),(( WVgUVWZWZgUZWVWVg +−−−−   

  ),())()(),((),())()( ZVgWUWUgZUgWV −−−   

 ].)())(),()(),(())(),()(),((  WUZVgVZUgWUZVgVZUg −−−+        (22) 

 

Applying 
2  on both sides of (22) and considering that 

⊥WZVU ,,, , (22) turns into  

 

).),)(((=)),)((( 22 ZVUCZVUC WW                                                                                             (23) 

 

Hence, we have the following;  

 

Theorem 4: M  of type ),(   is locally  -concircularly symmetric with respect to  if and only if M  is 

locally  -concircularly symmetric with respect to   provided   and   are constants.  

 

Taking into an account of (16) and considering that 
⊥WZVU ,,, , (23) gives  

 

}.),(),({
6

)(
)),)(((=)),)((( 22 VZUgUZVg

Wdr
ZVURZVUC WW −−   (24) 

 

From the above equation we can state the following;  

 

Theorem 5: Let M  be admitting   with  ( and )  constant. Then in M , if any two of the following 

statements hold then the remaining statement holds. 

(a) M  is locally  -concircularly symmetric with respect to    

(b) M  is locally  -concircularly symmetric with respect to  . 

(c) r  is constant.  

 

M with respect to   is said to be horizontal  -concircularly flat if it satisfies 0=),( VUC , for all 

., ⊥VU  Putting =Z  and considering 
⊥VU, , (18) gives  

 

.),(=),(  VUCVUC  

 

 Thus we have the following assertion; 
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Theorem 6: M  of type (  , )  is horizontally  -concircularly flat with respect to   if and only if M  is 

horizontally  -concircularly flat with respect to   provided   and   are constants.  

 

5.  -CONCIRCULARLY SEMI-SYMMETRIC −3 DIMENSIONAL TRANS-SASAKIAN  

MANIFOLD  

 

Definition 3: A Riemannian manifold N is said to be  -concircularly semi-symmetric if  

0,=),( VUC                                                                         (25) 

 holds on N.  

 

Definition 4: M  admitting  is said to be  -concircularly semi-symmetric if  

 

0,=),( VUC                                                                           (26) 

 

 for every vector fields ZVU ,,  on M .   

 

Lemma 1: Let M  be admitting   with   and   constants. Then for every vector fields VU,  and Z
, the following relation holds:  

 

XZVgVZUgZVURZVUR  ),(),(1)}{(1)({=),(),( 22 −+−+−−  

                  UZVgUVZgVZUg ),(2){(2}),(),( ++−+   

                  VUZUZVgVZUgVZUg )()()(),()(),({}),(  +−+−  

                 UVZgVZUgUVZ  ),(),(1){(})()( ++−−  

                  )(),(1){(}),(),( VZUgVUZgUZVg +−−−  

                }.)()()()(),()( VUZUZVZVgU  −+−  (27) 

 

 Proof. Above lemma can be easily proved with the help of (1), (6) and (9)-(11).  

 

Theorem 7: If M  is a  -concircularly semi-symmetric admitting   with   and   constant, then the 

scalar curvature is given by )1)(6(= 22 +− r .  

 

Proof. Suppose that M  is   -concircularly semi-symmetric. Then, from (26) we have  

 

0.=),(),(=)),(( ZVUCZVUCZVUC  −                                                                                   (28) 

 

In view of (17) and (27), (28) turns into  

 

VZUgUZVgVZUg  ),(),(),(1)}{(1)({ 22 +−+−+−  

 )(),({}),(),(2){(2}),( VZUgVZUgUZVgUVZg +−++−  

VZUgUVZVUZUZVg  ),(1){(})()()()()(),( +−−+−  

 )(),(1){(}),(),(),( VZUgVUZgUZVgUVZg +−−−+  

})()()()(),()( VUZUZVZVgU  −+−  

0.=}),(),(),(),({
6

VZUgUZVgVZUgUZVg
r

 +−−−  (29) 

 

Replacing U  by U  and then taking inner product of the resultant equation with W , we get  
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),(),(),(),(1)}{(1)({ 2222 WUgZVgWVgZUg  −+−+−  

),(),(2){(2)},(),(),(),( WUgZYgWUgVZgWVgZUg  ++−+  

)()(),()()(),({)},(),( WUZVgWVZUgWVgZUg  −+−  

),(),(1){()},()()(),()()( WYgZUgWUgVZWVgUZ  +−−+  

)},(),(),(),(),(),( 222 WVgUZgWUgZVgWUgVZg  −−+  

)(),()()()(),(1){( WZVgUWVZUg  −+−

),(),({
6

)},()()(),()()( 2 WUgZVg
r

WVgUZWUgZV  −−+

0.=)},(),(),(),(),(),( 2 WVgZUgWUgZVgWVgZUg  +−−  (30) 

 

Using (1) and (2) in (30) and then contracting over X  and W , we obtain  

0.=)()()
3

1)2((2),(2 22 ZV
r

ZVg  −+−+  

 

Further contraction of the above equation gives  

 

).1)(6(= 22 +− r                                                                                                                               (31) 

 

Hence the proof.  

 

6. EXAMPLES  

 

Example 1 :  

We consider a −3 dimensional manifold   𝑀 = {(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) ∈ ℝ3: 𝑥3 ≠ 0},   where  ),,( 321 xxx   are the 

standard coordinates in ℝ 3. Let },,{ 321 EEE  be a linearly independent global frame field on M  given by  

 

.=),(=),(=
3

3

21

3
2

21

3
1

x
E

xx
eE

xx
eE

xx








+




−




+



 −−  

 

Let g  be the Riemannian metric defined by  

 

0,=),(=),(=),( 323121 EEgEEgEEg      

1.=),(=),(=),( 332211 EEgEEgEEg  

 

If   is the 1-form defined by ),(=)( 3EWgW  for any vector field )(MW   and if   is the (1, 1)-

tensor field defined by  

 

0,=)(,=)(,=)( 31221 EEEEE  −  

 

then using the linearity of   and g , we have  

 

1,=)( 3E  
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,)(= 3

2 EUUU  +−  

)()(),(=),( VUVUgVUg  −  

 

for any )(, MVU  . Now we have  

 

.=],[,=],[0,=],[ 23213121 EEEEEEEE  

 

Using the Koszul’s formula we get the following;  

 

0,=0,=,= 1
3

1
2

31
1

EEEE EEE −  0,=,=0,= 2
3

32
2

2
1

EEEE EEE −  

0.=,=,= 3
3

23
2

13
1

EEEEE EEE   

 

Clearly ),,,( g  satisfy (3) and (4) with 0=  and 1= . Thus M  is a trans-Sasakian manifold. 

We also have  

 

0,=0,=,2= 1
3

1
2

31
1

EEEE EEE −  0,=,2=0,= 2
3

32
2

2
1

EEEE EEE −  

0.=,2=,2= 3
3

23
2

13
1

EEEEE EEE   

 

With the help of the above it is easy to verify that  

 

,=),(,=),(0,=),( 13312332321 EEEEREEEEREEER −−

0,=),(,=),(,=),( 23132321221 EEEREEEEREEEER −

31311322121 =),(0,=),(,=),( EEEEREEEREEEER  

 

 and  

 
,2=),(,2=),(0,=),( 13312332321 EEEEREEEEREEER −−

0,=),(,2=),(,4=),( 23132321221 EEEREEEEREEEER −

.2=),(0,=),(,4=),( 31311322121 EEEEREEEREEEER  

 

Since 321 ,, EEE  forms a basis, any vector field )(,, MZVU   can be written as 

312111= EcEbEaU ++ , 322212= EcEbEaV ++ , 332313= EcEbEaZ ++ , where +Riii cba ,,  (the set 

of all positive real numbers), 1,2,3=i . Using the expressions of the curvature tensors, we find values of 

Riemannian curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature with respect to   and   as;  

 

13212132121 ]}{}{[=),( EccaacbabbaZVUR −+−−  

      23212132121 ]}{}{[ Eccbbcabaab −+−−+  

      ,]}{}{[ 33212132121 Ebcbbcacaac −−−−+  

 

13212132121 ]}2{}4{[=),( EccaacbabbaZVUR −+−−  

       23212132121 ]}2{}4{[ Eccbbcabaab −+−−+  

       ,]}2{}2{[ 33212132121 Ebcbbcacaac −−−−+   
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2,=),(=),(=),( 332211 −EESEESEES  

 

4,=),(6,=),(=),( 332211 −− EESEESEES  

16.=6,= −− rr  

 

Clearly equation (8) is satisfied for values of  , r  and r  obtained. By virtue of values of Ricci tensors, 

it follows that the scalar curvature of the manifold is constant with respect to both  and  . Also from 

the above expressions of curvature tensor and scalar curvatures, one can easily see that  

 

0,=)),)(((=)),)((( 22 ZVURZVUR
i

E
i

E    

 

0.=)),)(((=)),)((( 22 ZVUCZVUC
i

E
i

E    

 

Therefore, this upholds the Theorem-1 and Theorem-3 of section 3 and Theorem-4 of section 4. 

Moreover, the manifold under consideration satisfies  

 

0.=),(),(),(,),(=),( VUZRUZVRZVURZUVRZVUR ++−  

 

Hence, from the above equations one can see that this example verifies the equation (15) and the Theorem 

3.2 of [1]. Further, it follows from the expressions of curvature tensor and Ricci tensor with respect to   

and   that  

 

0,=),(=),(=),( 332331321 EEEPEEEPEEEP   

 

0.=),(=),(=),( 332331321 EEEPEEEPEEEP  

 

 Hence, M  is  -projectively flat with respect to both  and  . Thus, Theorem 1 of [2] is verified. 

 

Example 2 :  

 

We consider −3 dimensional manifold   𝑀 = {(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) ∈ ℝ3: 𝑥3 ≠ 0}.  The vector fields  are  chosen  

𝐸1 = −𝑒−𝑥3
𝜕

𝜕𝑥1
 ,         𝐸2 = 𝑒−𝑥3

𝜕

𝜕𝑥2
 ,        𝐸3 =

𝜕

𝜕𝑥3
 ,  which are linearly independent at each point of .M  

Let g  be the Riemannian metric defined by  

 

 𝑔 = 𝑒2𝑥3(𝑑𝑥1⨂𝑑𝑥1 + 𝑑𝑥2⨂𝑑𝑥2) + 𝜂⨂𝜂,  
 

where   is the −1 form defined by 𝜂(𝑈) = 𝑔(𝑈, 𝐸3), for any vector field U  on M . Hence, {𝐸1, 𝐸2, 𝐸3} 

is an orthonormal basis of M . We defined the (1,1)  tensor field   as 

 

 𝜙 (𝑋
𝜕

𝜕𝑥1
+ 𝑌

𝜕

𝜕𝑥2
) + 𝑍

𝜕

𝜕𝑥3
= (𝑌

𝜕

𝜕𝑥1
− 𝑋

𝜕

𝜕𝑥2
). 

 

Thus, we have 𝜙(𝐸1) = 𝐸2,       𝜙(𝐸2) = −𝐸1  and  𝜙(𝐸3) = 0. The linearity property of 𝜙 and 𝑔 yields 

that 

 

 𝜂(𝐸3) = 1,    𝜙2𝑋 = −𝑋 + 𝜂(𝑋)𝐸3,    𝑔(𝜙𝑈, 𝜙𝑉) = 𝑔(𝑈, 𝑉) − 𝜂(𝑈)𝜂(𝑉), 
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for any vector fields U , V  on .M  The −1 forms   is closed. In addition, we have Φ = −𝑒2𝑥3𝑑𝑥1 ∧

𝑑𝑥2. Hence, 𝑑Φ = −2𝑒2𝑥3𝑑𝑥3 ∧ 𝑑𝑥1 ∧ 𝑑𝑥2 = 2𝜂 ∧ Φ. It can be seen that ),,,( gM   is  normal. Thus 

for 𝐸3 = 𝜉, ( )gM ,,,   is a trans-Sasakian manifold of type 1)(0,− . Moreover, we get  

 

 [𝐸𝑖 , 𝜉] = 𝐸𝑖  ,   [𝐸𝑖 , 𝐸𝑗] = 0 ,   𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2  

and others are zero. Therefore, non-zero terms of  on M  becomes  

 

 ∇̅𝐸𝑖
𝐸𝑖 = −2𝜉, ∇̅𝐸𝑖

𝜉 = 2𝐸𝑖 ,   𝑖 = 1, 2. 

 

With a similar approach in the Example 6.1, we can see that this example also verifies locally  -symmetric, 

locally concircularly  -symmetric, first Bianchi identity, skew symmetric property of Riemannian 

curvature tensor and  -projectively flat −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold M  admitting a  . This 

connection coincide the connection of example in our paper. Hence this example provides all since other 

calculations are the same. 

 

7. CONLUSION 

 

From the above examples, we can see the existence of −3 dimensional trans-Sasakian manifold M  

admitting a semi-symmetric metric connection satisfying locally  -symmetric, locally concircularly  -

symmetric, first Bianchi identity, skew symmetric property of Riemannian curvature tensor and  -

projectively flatness conditions with constants   and  . For the future study one can think of above 

conditions or different curvature conditions on M  with functions   and  . 
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